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DECLARATION OF PETITIONER OF GIL NATHAN 1\/IILEIKOWSI<Y,N1.D. IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS’ FEES, COSTS AND EXPENSES
UNDER THE PRIVATE ATTORNEY GENERAL STATUTE
(CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE $1021.5)

4

5
6

GIL NATHAN AIILEIK:OWSKY, M.D. DECLARES:
1.

I am the Petitioner in the above-entitled matter. I can testify to the facts and

7

8
9
10

matters hereinafter set forth of my own, personal knowledge.

2.

This Declaration is submitted in support of my motion for an award of

attomeys’ fees, costs, and expenses under the Private Attorney General Statute, Code of

11

12

Civil Procedure 102 1.5 blecause, I believe, all of the criteria necessary for such an award are

13

present in this case. lMore specifically, I instituted and maintained a special proceeding

14

zgainst the Medical Board of California to fight against its attempt to revoke my medical

15

license because of my refusal to comply with an unfounded November 12,2002 order,

16
17

pqoi-tedly issued under Ejusiness and Professions Code $820, that I submit to psychiatric

18

Ind physical examinations, :including drug testing and, if deemed warranted by the

19

?sychiatric examiner, psychological testing. This order, a true and correct copy of which is

20
21

Ittached hereto marked eihibit “A” and is incorporated herein by this reference, was issued

22

mder circumstances that this court determined to be without good cause and without

23

ippropriate foundation.

24

3.

This litigation resulted in the issuance by the court of its Judgment and Writ of

25

26

blandate, which enforced the rights of physicians to good cause and unbiased determinations

27

.n proceedings instituted under 8820 by the Medical Board of California. These rights affect

28
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1

the public interest by assuring that the public is not deprived of the choice of qualified

c

L

physicians due to suspension or teimination of medical licenses under circumstances such as

3
4
c

6

present here, where physical and psychiatric examination was ordered based upon dubious,
ill-founded deteiminations of a “consultant” selected in a manner that did not assure freedom
from conflicts of interest or bias, who failed to consider all available relevant evidence. The

7
8
9
10

coui-t’s Judgment and Writ of Mandate thus conferred a significant benefit upon the general
public.
4.

The court’s Judgment and Writ of Mandate also conferred a significant benefit

11

upon a large class of individuals, the approximately 100,000 California physicians licensed
12

13

by the Medical Board of California, enforces their right to have orders tljlat grossly violate

14

privacy rights based upon good cause and freedom from bias and conflicts of interest in those

15

who puipoit to evaluate physicians’ qualifications to practice medicine was thereby

16
17
18

19

vindicated.
5.

An additional benefit to the public is the saving in tax dollars that will be

accrued through the future avoidance of cases such as mine by requiring the Medical Board

20

Df California to pursue ch,allenges to a physician’s license only on the b u i s of well-qualified,
21
22

unbiased determinations of good cause by qualified experts free of conflicts of interest,

23

without connection with hospitals that have instituted proceedings against the physician to

24

suspend, teiminate or limit ;a physician’s clinicalhospital privileges.

25
26

27
28

6.

Because this action was taken against the Medical Board, (a governmental

lgency, I, in my capacity i l s a private citizen, was the appropriate person to challenge the
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1

2

agency’s action, and thus am a proper person to recover attorneys’ fees under $ 102 1.5

7.

I did not, however, take on this challenge only in the expectation that I would

3
4

5

6

benefit, if successful, in procuring orders requiring the Medical Board of California to vacate
and set aside its mental and physical examination order of November 12, 2002 and its July
16, 2004 decision revoking my license, but also, in the interest of the public and of my

7

8

fellow physicians, to require that the Medical Board of California proceed only, in an

9

appropriate, lawful fashion and then only upon a showing of good cause under Business and

10

Professions Code $820. In the long run, sadly, I may not benefit at all if the Medical Board

11

chooses to institute further proceedings, but conduct them in a manner consistent with this

12

13

Zouit’s Judgment and Writ of Mandate, which must include full consideration of all relevant

14

factors and available evidence, and the use of qualified, disinterested, medical reviewers. It

15

was my desire to vindicate the rights of practitioners to be required to abide by only such

16
17

Business and Professions Code $820 orders as are based upon an appropriate showing of

18

;ood cause. It was my intention that, even if matters concerning my license might ultimately

19

3e resolved in a manner adverse to my interest, that all physicians would nonetheless benefit

20
21

3y this proceeding, as the hlledical Board would be required, before issuing any further

22

xders under $820, to consider all available evidence and relevant facts (and then appoint as

23

medical reviewers, only qualified, disinterested experts, free of bias and actual or potential

24

:onfli,cts of interest.’

25
26
27

25

‘The numbers of Petiti’onsgranted by the Medical Board of California, requiring phj*siciansto submit to
nental / ps!chiatric are not inclonsiderable. During the 15 years 1990-2004, 13 1 such petitions \\ere granted. A
:op!* of thc April 13, 2005 letter to me from the Medical Board of California’s Discipline Coordination Unit
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1
2

8.

I believed that, in instituting this proceeding, a successful result would promote

the public interest by assuring continued access to, and free choice of, qualified physicians

3

4

while furthering the interlest of appropriate peer review, properly conducted, and proper

5

utilization by the Medical Board of its powers under Business and Prokssions Code $820

6

and $821, et seq.

7
8

9.

An additional benefit that the Judgment and Writ of Mandate in this proceeding

9 will provide to both the general public and physicians is the strong cautionary message that it
10 sends to hospitals, their administrators and their medical staffs that efforts undertaken,
11

without good cause and sound medical justification, to challenge the privileges of physicians

12

13 on grounds that they are “psychologically impaired,” or “distressed,” or “disruptive” should

14 be avoided. The Judgment and Writ of Mandate in this case will stand as a rebuke of the
15

methods employed by the Medical Board in my case, of the underlying methods employed

16
17

by Encino-Tarzana Regional Medical Center and its medical staff, and will caution hospital

18 and medical staff institutions in general. I hope that the Judgment and ’Writ of Mandate will

19 reduce use of the cynica1l.y developed use of psychiatric references as a means to effect
20
“TAMING THE DISRUPTIVE PHYSICIAN,” described in the article published by
21
22

Hdspital/Medical Staff Ciounsel Mark T. Kawa, Esq., which is part of the Administrative

23

Record lodged in this proceeding on October 8, 2004, marked Exhibit “C”, Vol2, Ex 4,an

24

additional copy of which is attached hereto, marked Exhibit “Cy’and is incorporated herein

25
26
27
28

containing the ).ear by )*ear figures is attached hereto marked exhibit “B” and is incorporated herein by this
refcrcnce.
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by this reference.
1

and IS incorporated herein by this reference.

The abuses of the peer review and disciplinary processes advocaied in Mr. Kawa’s
article have not gone unnoticed in the profession. For example, Lawrence R. Huntoon,

L
C

bf .D.,
Ph.D., whose declaration supports this motion, published an editorial several months

t

ago in the Journal of American Physicians and Surgeons, addressing this very issue under the

L

I

title, “Abuse of the ‘Disruptive Physician’ Clause”. Dr. Huntoon comments on the adoption

8

s md insidious use of such bylaw provisions as a means to gain more control over physicians
1c
11

In hospitals. A true and correct copy of his article is attached hereto, marked Exhibit “D”
md is incorporated herein by this reference. There have arisen, as adjuncts to the health care

12

13

ndushy, entities that provide services in connection with “distressed” or

14

‘disruptive”physicians. References to some of these are found in the Vanderbilt Medical

15

?enter, Center for Professional Health website pages concerning “Assessment Programs.” A

16

rue and correct copy of those materials is attached hereto, marked Exhibit “E” and is

17

18

ncorporated herein by this reference. [It is my information that physicians who are sent to

19

,uch programs seldom escape their totalitarian grasp, much like the Soviet gulags of which

20

Ilexander Solzhenitzen has written.]

21

22

10.

As Dr. Huntoon and others have commented, the persecution of physicians

23

inder the cynically adopted rubric of “disruptive physician” is often utilized by hospitals and

24

nedical staffs to remove privileges from, and thereby destroy the livelihood of physicians

25
26

vho report hospital improprieties to outside agencies. This was done in the case of a Reno,

27

qevada psychiatrist, Kenneth M. Clark, M.D., whose hospital staff privil eges were restored

28
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1

by the Supreme Court of Nevada in Clark v. Columbia HCA Information Services. Inc.. et a1

2

(2001) 117 Nev.468, 25p.3rd 215. There can be little doubt that Encino-Tarzana Medical

3
4
5

6

7

Center subjected me to the same treatment as was Dr. Clark,

On several occasions, from early 2000, and continuing thereafter, I pursued the best
interests of the public and physicians attempting to improve the quality of health care,
particularly at Encino-Tar:zana Regional Medical Center. In this context I have made

8

9
10
11

presentations critical of that hospital and its medical staff to the California Department of
Health Services, the Institute for Medical Quality of the California Medical Association, the
Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals, and others. Two examples are attached

12
13

hereto as Exhibits “F” and “ G ’ . These are also identified as Exhibits “C”, Volume 1,

14

Exhibits 10 and 11 in the Administrative Record of this proceeding. I wrote these letters on

15

June 14, 2000 and July 29, 2000 to the California Medical Association Iinstitute for Medical

16

quality, to address egregious failures to safeguard quality of care at Enc ino-Tarzana

17
18

Kegional Medical Center and the lack of appropriate peer and chart review at that hospital.

19

The unwarranted summary suspension of November 16, 2000 and the December 5 , 2000

20

$805 report by Tenet to the Medical Board of California followed shortly after these and my

21

22
23

24
25

several other communications to outside agencies addressing the abysmal quality control of
he delivery of medical care at the hospital and the lack of effective peer review.
Part of the effects of this proceeding and the Judgment and Writ of Mandate issued
ierein will be to inform hospitals and their medical staffs that quality of care and defective

26
27

leer review cannot simply be swept under the rug by terminating the privileges of physicians

28
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1 who reveal deficiencies in the quality of care and peer review at a hospital. I believe that the

2 decision in this proceeding will prevent further “killings’y of messengers;.

3
Retaliation by hospitals and medical staffs, including transmittin,g reports that initiate
4

5 Medical Board action against the licensee against whom such retaliation is brought, is
6

7

exactly the kind of invidious conduct that is thoroughly discussed in the “Brief in Support of
Petitioner by Association of American Physicians and Surgeons, Inc.” heretofore submitted

8
9

in this proceeding on August 10, 2004, and orders filed September 15, 2I004. For

10 convenience, an additional copy is attached hereto marked Exhibit “H” and is incorporated
11

herein by this reference.

12

13

The unpleasant, rellevant background of this case includes the conduct of Encino-

14 Tarzana Regional Medical ICenter in retaliating against me for serving as an expert witness
15 on behalf of medical malpractice plaintiffs in a case in which that facility and some of its
16

medical staff members were defendants.’ It is exactly this sort of retaliation that I hope the

17

18 Court’s Judgment and Writ of Mandate in this ease will deter.
19
20

11,

In connection with the above referenced matter, I was represented at various

times herein by these atto:m.eys:first, by Iungerich and Spackman, later by Roger Jon

21

22

Diamond who, associated Paul M. Hittelman in the matter. I incurred ai3orneys’ fees, costs

23 and expenses, including projected attorneys’ fees and costs for this motion, of $152,377.44,
24 more particularly detailed as follows:
25
26

27
28

’My declaration in opposition to the defendant”s motion for summary judgment in that case(Head v.
Vcrmesh. ct al., Los Angeles Superior Court Case No. LC046932) is Eshibit “C”, Volume 1, Eshibit 9 of the
Administrative Record lodged herein on October 8,2004. An additional copy, for convenience, is attached hereto,
niarkcd Exhibit “I“ and is incorporated herein by this reference.
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1

1)

2

3

Iungerich and Spackman:

a)

Attorneys' Fees

b)

'Costs and Disbursements

$77315.00
$4,198.2 1

4

$82,013.2 1

'Tota1:
5
6
7

2)

8
9

Roger Jon Diamond:

a)

Attorneys' Fees

b)

Closts and Disbursemen.ts

$40,680.00

$7.00

10

$40,687.00

Total:

11
12

13

3)

14

15

Paul nil. Hittelman:

a)

Attorneys' Fees

b)

Costs and Expenses

$7,539.25

$1 1.00

16

S7550.25

Total:

17

18
19
20

4)

Costs and Expenses paid directly by Petitioner:

a)

21

Psychiatric examination and
testing

$3,000.00

22
23

b)

24

Physical and neurological
examination

$250.00

25

c)

Clinical laboratory tests

$122.00

26

d)

Transcripts

$62 1.65

27

28
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1

Courier Service (Filing)

2

Miscellaneous costs and

3

$164.85

expenses (postage, shipping,

4

etc.)

5

$271.21

6

Duplicating and photocopying

7

Travel expenses

8

To tal

$1,659.33
$701.60

S6,790.64

9
10

11

SUhIRIARY OF COSTS IXCURRED:

12

Iungerich and Spackman Total

$82,013.21

13

Roger Jon ]Diamond Total

$40,687.00

14

Paul hi. Hittelman Total

$7,5 5 0.25

Expenses paid directly by Petitioner

$6.790.64

15
16

Total

17

$137,041.1 0

18

Projected Motion fees and costs

19

Grand Total:

20

$1 5,336.30

$152,377.40

Zopies of the billings submitted by the attorneys are attached to their respective declarations.

21
22

12.

All of the sums incurred by me for attorneys’ fees, costs and expenses were

23

iecessarily incurred in connection with presenting my petition in this matter. I had to

24

iorrow from my family in order to pay attorneys’ fees and costs, for, as a result of actions

25

aken against me in recent years by certain hospitals and by the Medical Board of California,

26

he revenues from my practice have been reduced to a very small fraction of what they once

27

were. I have incurred operating losses in the last several years of more than 1 million dollars

28
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1

and, as a consequence, simply could not afford this action were it not for the financial help

2 provided by family members.

3
4

5

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct and that this
declaration was executed this 201h day of June, 2005 in Los Angeles, California.

6
7

8
9

10
11
12

13

14
15

16
17

18
19

20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27
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1
2

3
4
5

B I L L LOcKneR Attorrr~yGeaud.
of the Stat8 of CdtfOtni8

PAUL C. AMENT, Stab Bar No,60427

Depury Anomcy Q a a d
CaliforniaDeparhntnt of Justice
300 So, S ring Sbwt, Sub 1702

P

Los Anga e9, CA 90013
ralephone: (213) 897-2555

F ~ s i n i l ~(213)
: 897-9395;

6 Attorneys for Petitiona
7
BEFORE THE
DIVISION OF MEDICAL QUALITY
MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORMA
DEPARTMENT OF C O N S m R K F F m
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

8

9
10

11 Ln the Mattcr of the Petition to Compel Mental
and Physical ExaminatiorJ Against:
12
G Z NATHAN MLEKOWSKY, Mb.
13 2934 X Beverly Glen Cixcle, #373
Los Angela, CA 90077
14

15

I

ORDER COMPELllXNG MENTAL
A N D H-iYSICAI, EXAMXNATJON

pus. & Prof, Coda, g820] .

Physician and Surgeon's Ccrtificata No,
A040674

Respondent

16

CW NO.17-2ood116392

1

17

The Executive Director of the Medical Boatd of Caljfomia having petitioned thc

18
19

Division of M d c a l Quality fox an orda to compel Oil Nathan Mlcikowsky, IM.D,,

20 (Respondent), Physician and Surgeon's Cdficatc No.A 040674, to undergo a mcntal and
21 physical examhalion pursuant to Busbss and Rof$sdons Code sectim 820, and the Edaion
22

having read and considered alt the documats on file be&,

sad it appearing to thc Division th

23 Respondent Gil Natha Milcikowsky, M.D., may bc unable to pmtice mcdicine safely becausl
24

his ability to practice is imp&&

25

cornpatm y ,

26
27 820,that:
28

due to mental illness, andlor physical illness affecting

JT IS HEREBY ORDBRM>,pursuant to Business and Pmfesions Csde sccticx

I..

.

/

,.

I

- -. *
1

1

Respondmt Oil Nathan Mileikowsky, M,D., shall submit to rpsychiaDic

2

examination and 8 physical axamhation by one or more physicians and surgcatss a n d h

3

psychologists deaignstcd by the Division or its dwigaeo, in orda fo W i n e whcthcr

4

the abjlity of Repmdcnt Gil Nathan Mildkowsky, M.D., to practios aaedicine sdcly is

5

impaired because he is matally ill, or physically ilJ affecting competancy;

6

7
8

9
10

11

2,

I h c ex'miaation(8) shall inch& drug testing, and shall include

psychological tedng if deemed warranted by the psychiatric rn&e~:

3.

The ex&tion(s)

shall be conducted at a time convem'mt to

Rcspondaut GiI 'NathanMilcikowsky, MD,,and to the d n e r ( s ) , but not Mer
than thirty (30) days hrn the dsLte o f m i c e of this Ordw

4,

Tho examina(s) shall provide a detailed written report or repone of

12

the hndings and conclusions of the cxamination(s) cmducted pursuant to this

13

&der, which report(8) may bc waived as drcct evidence in

14

proceedings that my be &Id89 8 result of thc cxamindm(8); and that .

15

5.

fie Mure of Rcnpondat Gil Nathan Mileikowsky, M.D. to

16

comply with this Order shall constitute grow& for discipbry acdoa suqmding

17

or revoking his physich and surgwn'f certificate pursumt to Business md

18

A.of6ssions Code sections 821,2220, and 2234,

19

ITISSOORbaREDTHlS 12

20
'

administdve

21
22

23
24

2s
26

27
28

2

DAYOFRorcnbet ,2002,

EXHIBIT “B”

h

Sent By:

CONGUMER

AFFAIRS;

918 263 2435;

Apr-13-05 12:3lPM;

Page 2 1 2

Apn! 13,2005

Gil N. Mileikowsky, MD.
F A X 310-858-1303

RE:

Request for Statistical Information

Dear Dr.Mileikowsky:
Wc received your f w d letter requesting statistical data on April 7,2005.In your letter, you requcsted
“the nuinber of physicians required to undergo psychiatric screening by the MEC:since its inccption,”
As we dhcwsed on the tclephone, the B o d only has statisrics h r n fiscal ycar (Fy)‘I 990/1991.

The following information pmvidos the number of Petitions to Compel a MentaVPsychiatn’c
Examination that were granted by the Medical Board of California

F?’ 1990/1991- 4 Petitions were granted

~etitionswere granted
FY 1992/1993 - 7 Petitions were granted
FY
- Petitions
FY 1994/1y95 - 13 Petitions were granted
FY
-- 12Petitions
Petitions were granted
FY
FY IW/IWZ

5

were V t e d

1993/1994 8

1995/1996
1996/1997 5
wore &anted
FY 1997/1998 15 Petitions were granted
W 1998/1999 18 Petitions were granted
M 1999/2000- 6 Pctitians were granted
FY 2000/2001 8 Petitions were granted
FY 2001/ZOO2 10 Petitions were granted
F Y 2002/2003 12 Petitions were p m t e d
FY 2003/2004 8 Petitions were granted

-

-

1 hope this adequately mplios to your request. Should you have any f m e r quefitions, please feel free to
contact AC at (916) 263-2527.

Sincersly,

/.

Kimberly Kirchmeyer, Manags
Discipline Coordination Unit

P00/200 B

*

Sent By: CONSUMER AFFAIRS;

916 263 2435;

-

-

Ap r 1 3 05 1 2 :$1 PI,! ;

Page 112

State of Caivomia

Deparlment of Consumer Affairs
Medical Board of CaIi/ornh
CENTRAL C O h f P L M W I T

AUD

DlSCIPLME COORDMATlON UNIT
1426 HOWE AVENUE, SUITE 54
SACRAMENTO, CA 95825-3236

V

TOLLIFME;(#00)633-2322

F A X NUMBER: (916)263-2455

Fi;tx TRANSMITTAL SHEET
TITLE PAGEPLUS

1

PAGE&)

DELIVER AS S O O I ~ A S
POSSIBLE TU:

/iVS TR UCTX OrYS6 UBJECT:

-

-
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Taming the Disruptive Physician
BY MARK
T. KAWA

A

NYONEwho

has worked in a hospital
for any length of time probably knows

one - and wishes he didnn't. I'm

talking about the disruptive physician.
You know the type, he (and with increasing frequency, she) throws temper tantrums, yells at
colleagues, threatens lawsuits if his conduct or
medical practice is reviewed, complains to
patients about the nursing staff and generally
adheres to the belief that the hospital's and Medical Staffs rules apply to everyone but him,
The disruptive physician's impact on patient
a r e and hospital operations can be severe.
~ursesand support staff may be so intimidated
by the disruptive physician's conduct that they
hesitate contacting him about patient issues for
fear of incurring his wrath. Medical Staff members may find him so abusive that they choose to
move their practice elsewhere. Hospital administrators may find themselves constantly addressing employee complaints and threats of hostile
work environment Iitigation.
So how do you break tbe cycle and tame the
seemingly untamable? Here's a few tips.

Identify Conduct That Is Unacceptable
All applicants to the Medical Staff should be
. notified

2 the time they

apply for privilqjes (and
when they are appointed and
reappointed) that disruptive
behavior will not be tolerated, The admonition should
clearly describe what conduct is unacceptable and the
consequences for acting
inappropriately, The standards should be set forth in
both the Medical Staff Bylaws
and in a written Policy and

Procedure.

cian to sign a "behavior contract" which sets
forth the Medical Staff's expectations and identifis the
of discipline the physician will face
if further violations persist, Following the meeting, the Department Chair olr Chief of Staff
should send the physician a letter summarizing
the meeting and reiterating ihat disruptive conduct will not be tolerated.

-

Takiag Disciplinary Action 8e Creative
At some point, the warnings must end and
consequences imposed. In some instances, this

-

may be done through administrative as
opposed to medical staff - sanctions. For example,, if the physician's primary abuse is yelling at
Medical Staff Office employees, the facility's
Administrator can ban the physician from the
Medical Staff Office. Likewise, if the physician
physically threatens others, the Administrator
can assign a security officer to follow the physician throughout the facility. Because these
remedies are administrative in nature and do not
impose a limitation on the practitioner's privileges, they are non-reportable and do not require
a fair hearing prior to implementing,

.
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care will be easy to find. A physician who ruutinely yetls at nurses every time they call him at
home impacts patient care if the nurses become
too intimidated to make further catls. Likewise,
a physician.who is constantly late to the operating room impacts patient care especially,if.his
patients are undergeneral anesthesia during the

delay.

Use an expert witnesses. There are experts
(generally
-*
psychiatr%ts) who.are know1,edgeable
and well qualified to opine on the psyche of the
*

disruptive physician. Hearing p e l members
who may not hIIy appreciatehe disru-ptive
impact of a physician *m,aybenefit from the .testimony of an expert.
9

FOCUS

.

OJ) the MedicalStafiOs
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Preporlag For As Adddsrtotive Hearing

Send The Message Tbat
Disruptive Condud Will Not
Be Tolerated
I

Sometimes the physician's anger or hsbation is justified, but his reaaion is nat for
example, a physician may have a legitimate
cause for anger if a nurse gives: the wrong medication. Yet rather than caImly addressing the
situation through a private oneonsne conversation,or raising the matter with the nurse's supervisor, the physician m m s at the nurse, write
an inappropriate note in the medical reuxds or
makes comments to the patient b u t the nue's
purported incompetence.
Situations such as these must haddressed
with the physician firmly and immediately.
Ignoring abusive conduct until it becomes intolerable sends the wrong message. It tells ochers
that that disruptive physicians are welcome at
your institution. It also makes it difficult when
you finally do take discidinarv, action.
The
.
physician'will point to other physicians who
have not been disciplined and argue that he is
being unfairly singled Out.

-

Use Progressive Disdpline
4 first time offender should be counseled
face to faceby his or her DtChair. If
the physician's conduct is dlrected at a hospital
employee, the Chief Executive Officer and/or
Human Reuxrrces repmntati? should attend
as well. The Chief of Staff should avoid involve
ment at his stage since it may be deemed M
"investigation" under the Medical Staff bylaws
and bigger reporting obligations to the Medical
Board and Data Bank if the physician subse
quently voluntarily kigns.
The m e of the meeting should be nonthreatening. however the physician should be
warned that further disruptive conduct could
result in disciplin&y adon,
A subsequent infraction should be addressed
in another face'to face meeu'ng led by the
Department Chair and the Chief of Staff, The
tone of the meeting should be h h e r . ACthis
pint, it m y be appropriate toi require the physi-

Sometimes the only 'viable remedy is to sanc.
tion the physician through the Mcdical Staffs
peer wiey hearing process.
If so, remember the following:
Document d i w p cive
behavior immediately with
incident reports or through
othei established reporting
mechanisms. Prosecutjng
disruptive physician cases
sometimes requires showing
a pattern and practice of disruptive conduct spanning
several years. D w to the
*sage of time, some witn w may no longer work at
the facility and cannot be
located; other WitnesSeJ may
have faulty memories. ~n
incident report, prepared at
the time of the incident can provide admissible
evidence of the physician's disruptive conduct.
Emblish the link between disrupo'w condua
andpatient w. Under California law, a physician's abusive conduct, by itself, is insufficient to
justib disciplinary action. The condua must
impad patient care. Under the federal Health
Care, Quality Improvement Act ("HCQIA"),
immunity exists only ifthe conective action is
taken in fultherance of quality health care.
QAen the link between condud and patlent
care will be easy to find. A physician who routinely @IS
at nurses every time they call him at
home impacts patient care if the nurses become
too intimidatedto make further calls. Likewise,
a physician who is constantly late to the operating room impacts patient care especially if his
patients are under general anesthesia during the
delay.
Use an expert witnesses. There are e x p a
(generally psychiatrists)who are knowledgeable
and well qualified to opine on the psyche of the
disruptive physician. Hearing panel members
who may not futly appreciate the disruptive
impact of a physician may benefit from the &tim y of an expert

Focus on the Medical S W s prior counseling
e f W . Administrative haring panels almost
always consistt of fellow physicians. By and
large, they are a forgiving grwp when it coma
to impqsingdiscipline. Thus, if the peer review
body believes the aisnrptive physician did not
get sufficient warning or was othehvise L e a d
unfairly, h e disruptive physician will win, consequently emboldening him with respect to
future behavior.. It i s therefore imperative to
emphasize the Medical Staffs efforts to modify
the physician's conduct prior to initiating disciplinary adon,
Mark T. Kawa'ba Litigation and Healrhcare Partner
at € h i , Cohen d( jessup UP.
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ECJ'S Health Care Law Department has an extensive and
diversified practice. Celebrating 50 years as a firm, ECJ has a long
and rich tradition of providing a broad range of services to the heaIth
care industry.
ECJ believes in helping clients avoid problems before they arise,
providing legal services that produce results quickly and economically,
as well as building strong client relationships. .

ECJ PHILOSOPHY
1Tramactions should be business driven not legally driven.
Damaction models are meaningless without economic content.

Risk should be quantifiedfor
. . the parties.
LegaI compliance should be governed by substance rather than
form. Incentive s f r ~ c t u that
~ s create a potential for abuse
should be avoided,

a

I n a changing health care market, the parties shoildplanizxits

that pmerve existing relations and goobWi//.

..

John A. Meyers; Esq. 7 G a q Q. Mchcl, Esq.
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e Boulevard V Nhth Floor V Beverly Hills v California 90212-2974
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EXHIBIT “D”

Ediforia I:

Abuse of the ”Disruptive Physician“ Clause
Lawrence R Huntoon, M.D., P I D .
Buried deep in the “Correcuve Action” section of most medical
staff bylaws is a provision known as the “Disruptive Physician”
clause. It is arguably the most dangerous and, in recent years, the
most abused provision in medical staffbylaws.
The term “disruptive physician” is purposely general, vague,
subjective, and undefined so that hospital administrators can
interpret it to mean whatever they wish.
How this treacherous trap got into medical staff bylaws is no
mystery in most instances. It was added at the urging of hospital
administrators, often with help from a medical staff president who
was duped into believing that the clause would only be used in those
extreme cases where a physician was found xunning drunk or naked
through the halls ofthe hospital.
Lack of vigilance by physicians, and failure ofmedical staffs to
obtain independent legal advice on changes to the bylaws, allowed
most hospital administrations to insert this clause without difficulty
or any meaningful opposition.
m y this clause was strategically placed in medical staff bylaws
is aIso no mystery. It is part of the strategic plan developed in 1990
by the hospital industry. The stated goal was to gain more control
over physicians in hospitals. Abuse of the disruptive-physician
clauseand increasing use of sham peer review has allowed hospital
administrations to make great strides in achievingthat goal.
Attorneys who specialize in representing hospitals have
definite recommendations on how “disruptive physician” can be
defined by a hospital, in order to remove a targeted physician from
staff. In fact, some law firms offer seminars for hospital officials
and their legal representatives that teach optimal methods for
eliminating certain physicians that the hospital dislikes. Here are a
few ofthe criteria for identifying a “disruptive physician”:
I. Political: Expressing political views that are disagreeable to the
hospital administration.
2. Economic: Refusing to join a physician-hospital venture, or to
participate in an HMO offered to hospital employees, or
offeringa service that competes with the hospital.
3. Concern for quality care: Speaking out about deficiencies in
quality ofcare or patient safety in the hospital, or simply bringing
such concerns to the attention ofthe hospital administration.
4. Personality: Engaging in independent thought or resisting a
hospital administration’s “authority.”
5. Competence: Striving for a high level of competence, or
considering oneself to be right most o f the time in clinical
judgment,
6. Timing: Making roundsat times different than those ofthe “herd.”
68

Although the disruptive-physician clause and sham peer review
are current weapons of choice used by hospital administrations
across the country, more weapons ofphysician destruction loom on
the horizon.
Physicians should be aware of the “Code of Conduct” and
“Exclusion from the HospitalPremises” clauses currently being
promoted by the hospital bar.
A A P S has posted a letter dated January 31, 2003, to the
General Counsel of the Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO), which was drafted by the
leaders of the credentialing and peer review practice group of the
American Health Lawyers Association, in the Hall of Shame on
our website (see www.aapson1ine.org). The letter is rated “ R for
stark Reality. Physicians need to wake up quickly and take notice
because this is what hospitalsreally have in mind for medical staffs
across the nation. Interested readers can also learn more about the
hospital industry’s strategic plan, developed in 1990: see
“Hospital Industry Reveals Its Strategic Plan: Control Over
Physicians’Oin theAAPS Hall ofShame.
Physician vigilance, and advice from knowledgeable,
independent counsel, are key to pre,venting further abuse of medical
staffbylaws by hospital administrations.

Lawrence R. Huntoon, M.D., Ph.D., is a practicing neurologist and
editor-in-chief of the JournalofAmerican Physicians andSurgeons.
Memo to the Disruptive Physicion
Oh how we strive
For qualily high,
For health
And most of all safe&,
But a word to the wise:
Reproof we despise
And outspoken physicians:
We hate thee.

Feel free to opine,
But note &e dejine
All critics
As never constructive.
And, thus shall enwe
A sham peer review
And hencc$orth
You’relabeled “disruptive.

I’
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Center for Professional Health, Distressed Physicians Assessment Resources

Center for Professional Health

Navigation
Home

Distressed Physicians Assessment Resources
Prescribing Controlkd Drugs Outline
Maintaining Proper Boundaries
Outline

ASSESSMENT

PROGRAMS

Program f o r Distressed Physklans
Outtine

(For Disruptive Physicians)

Program for Distressed Physkians

1)

Overview
2005 Course Enrollment Forms

Distressed Physicians Assessment
Rewurccs

Pine Grove Professional Enhancement Program (PEP)
2255 Broadway Dr.
Hattiesburg, MS 39402
800 30 1-6693
Alexis Polles, hfD or Mark Ely

Vanderbilt CoInprehensive Assessment Program for
Professionals
AA-2232 Medical Center North
Nashville, TN ,37232-2647
615 322-4567
A.J. Reid Finlayson, MD or Ron Neufeld
l ~ ! ~ p . : / tv
h \.~i a c . ~ a ~ ~ d c r h i l t . c c t u i r o o v ' \ . . u n l c . p h p ' ! s ~ ) c = j 6 J
2)

Halntalnlng Proper Boundaries
Courser Available a t Other Sites
Physkian Wellness C o n m t t t n and
Physkian Wcllness Senices
Faculty & Staff
Dying for a Drink

Sierra Tucson
Assessment and Diagnostic Program (ADP)
39530 S. Lago del Or0 Parkway
Tucson, AZ 85739
800 542-4487
Chnsti Cessna or Keith Arnold
ht='/\v\nv. ~irn~~~:ucsoii.co~i:!'

Artkle: CME Courses O n Proper
Prescribing Substances
Article: Physkianr Who Hisprescribe
Controlled Substances
Article: Progress, Not Perfection
Artkie: Physkian Wen-Being
Programs

Professional Renend Center (TRC)
1201 Wakamsa, Suite E-200
Lawrence, KS 66049
877 9784772
Kirsten Irons or Scott Stacey
ktp:/ / n ~ n vplrka
.
nsa s.erg/

A r t k l c : Hid-Career Burnout in
Physkians
M k l e : Lessons o n Prescriblng

Controlled Drugs
Article: Sexual Boundarks and
Physkians

Talbott R e c o v q Campus (TRC)
Talbott Pathwa:ys Program
5448 Yorktownl Dr.
Atlanta, GA 30349
800 445-3232
Lauren Smith air Nanci Stockwell

'

Artklc: A Continuing Educatbn
Course For Physicians Who Cross

Sexual Boundarks
Artkle: Physkians impairment by
substance abuse
Artkle: Changer Hade By Physkbns
Who Hisprescribed Controlkd

Multidisciplinary Assessment Program ( M A P )
Rush Behavioral Health
Chicago, IL
3 12 942-40000
Carl Malin

Substances
U n k r to o t h e r RQOUIKCS

Comprehensive Assessment Program
Professionals At Risk Treatment Senices
Elmhurst Memorial I-Iealthcare
183 N. York Rtl.

.

, .*.

t

I

Page 1 of 2

Center for Professional Health, Distressed Physicians Asslcssment Resources

Page 2 of 2

Elmhurst, IL 60126
630 758-5 1 10
Glenn Siegel, MD
Colorado Personalized Education for Physicians

8)

14001 East Iliff Avenue, Suite 206
Aurora, CO 80014
303 750-7 150

Reasons To Refer
.

:I

I n c r e a d pattern of complaints about the professional, from peers, staff
or patientdclients re:
0 Disruptive behavior - verbal or physical attacks, profanity,

threats, inappropiiate demands, etc.
0 Reported sexual boundary problems - sexual harassment,

inappropriate verbal comments or touching, etc.
0 Difficulty performing job duties

Sudden, unexplained change in behavior of unknown cause@).
Unclear diagnosis
4. Repeated pattern of difficulty in managing anger.
5. Concern about increased anxiety, depression, burnout or other mood
disturbance.
6. Cognitive impairment.
7. Use the assesbment a:; a tool for intervention when referral for treatment
is needed
8. When there is pending disciplinary action, licensing or credentialing
issues.
9. For return to work, or limited practice recommendations.
:2.

3.

Vanderbilt Medical Center

1

VUMC Search j VUMC Help

1

Vanderbilt Homepage

Vanderbilt University is immmitted to principles of equal opportunity and aftinnative action.
Copyright 0 2001, Vanderbilt University Medical Center
URL : http://wvw.mc. Vanderbilt.Edu/
For More Information about the W M C Web site, conlact: uxbn1astcr??u\l \v nic Vanderbilt.Edu
For questions concerning this Web site contact: cph ir vanderhilt edu.
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PARKER M I L L S & PATEL LLP
DAVID B.PARKER, ESQ. (SBN: 072132)
865 Sourh Figueroa Street, Suite 3200
Los h g e l e s , CA 90017
Telephone: (2 13) 622-444 1
Facsimile:
(2 13) 622- 1444

AUG 1 0
1

Attorney for A plicant and Proposed Amicus Curiae
ASSOCIATI N OF AhIEMCAK PWSICXAN'S & SURGEONS, Ih'C.

8

SUPENOR COURT OF THIS STATE OF CALIFORNIA

FOR THE COUNTY (OFSACRAMENTO

GXL NATHAN MILEIKOWSKY, M.D.,

)
)
)
)
)
)

CaseNo:

04CS00969

APPLICATION FOR LEAVE TO FILE
A i i C U S CURIAE BRIEF IN SUPPORT
OF PETITIONER BY ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICAN PHYSICIXSS &
) SURGEONS, IKC.

'L'S .

MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORnTIA,

1

) (ASSIGNED TO Judge Raymond Cadei)

Respondent.

1

) Department25

I DBP5007.DOCI

1
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TO THE B O S O U B L E COUKT AND THE ABOVE ENTITLED ACTIOIIT:
The Association of American Physicians 8: Surgeons, Inc. (“AMs”)is a non-profit,
national group of thousands of physicians founded in 1943. For over 60 years, it has defended the
practice of private and ethical medicine. AAPS is dedicated to defending the patient-physician

S is one of the largest physician organizations
relationship and free enterprise in medicine. W
that is almost entirely funded by physician membership, including many in California. This
enables it to speak directly on behalf of physicians and their patients. AAPS files amicus briefs in

e
cases of high importance to the medical profession, like this one. See Sinaiko v. Medical Bourd of
s

California, No, 99-CS-02275 (Cal. Super. Ct., Ronald Robie, J.); see also Stenberg v. Carharr, 530

10

U.S. 914 (2000) (US.Supreme Court citing AAPS frequently); United States v. Rutgard, 116 F.3d

11
12

1270 (9“’Cir. 1997).
-4ap5

opposes unjust interference in the practice of medicine by medical board;

13
14
15

16
17

18
19

particularly where, as here, there has been retaliation against the physician for complaining at a
hospital. Hospitals are notorious in initiating peer reviews that are motivated by economic or other
improper factors rather than genuine concern about patient care, and in particular retaliating against

Dr. Mileikowslcy here. k 4 P S brings this application and seeks leave to make the amicus curiae

subinission set forth below in order to emphasize the need to protect Dr. Mileikowslcy and others
like him from arbitrary and capricious action by the Medical Board, as prompted by the hospital.

A A P S hereby applies for leave as amicus curiae to present the following:

20
21
22

23
24
25

1.

. U P S subiiiits that the Medicsll Board of Califonlia (“hgedical Board”) has ordered

a psychiatric examination of Dr. Gil Mileilcowsky (“Dr. Mileikowsky”) in an arbitrary and

capricious manner. As reflected in the record in support of the Petition, Dr.blileikowsky has done
nothing to jeopardize the health of any patient that would justify a state-mandated order of a

psychiatric evaluation. He has not been sued for rrialpractice in over 14 years. He is not aware of
any patient complaints about his practice. The Medical Board i s apparently acting without a single

26

27

p at i en t co mp 1a in t a t ou t

D I-.Mi 1eil<o w sky .

28
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It was Dr. Mileikowsky who spoke up and commendably reponed the improper

destruction of the embryos of a couple and agreed to testify against the Tenet-owned hospital
Encino Tarzana Regional Medical Center in a malpractice proceeding. The Medical Board's Order

L

dated June 24, 2004 ignores these pivotal facts and cites no support for ordering a psychiatric

L

evaluation, The Decision of Ronald L. Moy, M.D., dated July 16, 2004, further fails to cite any

c

support for so draconian an Order.

c

I

3.

The record further reflects that Dr. lviileikowsky complained to the Medical Board

as February 2002 about improprieties at his hospital. Many months passed, and yet neither

5

as early

S

the Board nor the Attorney General took any disciplinary or remedial action against physicians at

1c

that hospital. On November 4,.2002, Dr. Mileikowsky complained further to the Medical Bozrd

11 that two physicians at that hospital removed a patient's fallopian tubes without consent and that

12

frozen embryos had been improperly destroyed. This was a serious allegation of battery, yet, once

13

$gain, neither the Medical Board nor the Attorney General took any action against those

14

responsible. Instead, it has taken this unjustified action against Dr. Mileikowsky,

15

3.

Business and Professions Code 6 520 only allows state-mandated psychiatric

16

:xaminations when a physician "may be unable to practice his or her profession safely because the

17

:physician's] ability to practice is impaired due to mental illness, or physical illness affecting

18

:ompetency, [in which case] the licensing agency rnay order the [physician] to be examined by one

19

>rmore physicians and surgeons or psychologists designated by the agency." To take such

20

xtreme action, the Medical Board must inalce a showing of a threat to safety due to mental

21

mpainnent. The Medical Board cannot willy-nilly order any physician to undergo a psychiatric

22

Ixatnination. Here, Tenet's 805 Reports do not document any basis for believing such a threat

23

xists, much less that Dr. Mileikowsky has abused drugs.

24

5,

Here, Dr.Mileikowsky has practiced for several yean while the Medical Board has

25

:onsidered his matter. By the Medical Board's own actions, it does not genuinely feel there is a

26

heat to patient safety. Nor does it give any reason in its order explaining why it thinks there may

27

,e a threat

28

qocedure, a circumcision, and said it was performed properly, The hospital's medical expert was

to safety posed by Dr. Mileikowsky. An expert urologist reviewed the relevant
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1 someone who had never done one himself, In any lcourt proceeding, such purported expert
2

3

testimony would not even be permitted.

6.

In addition, the Medical Board does not remotely suggest any impairment by this

4 physician, That is because there is none. Dr. Mileikowsky acted courageously in alerting the
<

board to iniscoiiduct at the hospital and should not be subjected to a psychiatric examination

c because of it.
5

7.

A A P S is all too famiIiar with the use of state-mandated psychiatric examinations to

8 unfairly destroy good physicians. The state select!; and pays the psychiatrist, who is not then likely

S to bite the hand that feeds it. AAPS has painfilly watched physicians agree to seemingly
1c innocuous psychiatric examinations paid by their adversaries, only to be shocked at how the
11 evaluation departs from the standard of care in finding impairments where none exist. These tragic

12 misuses of psychiatric examinations to retaliate against physicians have become a national
13 calamity for medicine.
14

15

8.

Meanwhile, this type of retaliation by a Medical Board md the Attorney General

sets a dreadful precedent for other physicians knovvledgeable about poor hospital care. Dr. Scott

16 Plantz published a study of about 400 physicians in a 1998 edition of the Journal of Emergency
17 Medicine. He found that almost 1 in 4 of roughly 400 physicians who responded to his survey had

18 been terminated or threatened with termination for reporting problems with patient care, Steve
19 Twedt of the Pitfsburgh Post-Gazette has reported on that same problem in his series “The Cost of

20

Courage.” His articles demonstrated the pervasiveness of this problem nationwide, describing in

21 detail the experiences of 25 physicians and a nurse, all of whom suffered retaliation aAer trying to
22

improve care at their respective institutions. The author has informed us that Dr. Mileikowsky’s

23

hospital peer review, yet to be completed, is the longest-running one in the nation.

24

9.

Dr. Harry Homer is a physician who had to fight all the way to the Supreme Court

25

of his State of Virginia to obtain reinstatement after retaliation for complaining about poor care at

26

the hospital. See Horner v. Dep ‘t of Mental Health, Mental Retarclarion, & Substance Abuse

27

Yeeuvs., 2004 Va. LEXIS 83 (Va., June 10,2004). Though difficult to glean from the reported

28

decision, Dr. Homer was exposing the poor care ofpatients when an administrator at Western Stare
IDBPSOO7.6OC J
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I Hospital charged him with violating another employee’s right to confidentiality. Similar to the
2 fatuous charges against Dr. Mileikowsky here, the administration of Dr.Homer’s hospital added

3 charges that he was guilty of abuse and neglect because he failed to wear gloves while dressing a
4

wound on a patient’s foot. See Bob Stuart, “Court Rules for Whistleblower,” News Virginian, June

5

16,2004.

6

10.

The incessant retaliation against phpicians who report negligence, as Dr.

7 Mileiltowsky did, has kept the numbers of deaths caused by hospitals astronomically high. Several

8 years ago a widely publicized study by the Institute: of Medicine revealed that hospitals negligently
9

kill as many as 98,000 patients each year. How could that be with so many physicians watching?

10 The answer is illustrated by this case of Dr. Mileikowslcy, who complained about hospital
11

iiegligeiice and finds himself subjected to a license revocation and state-mandated psychiatric

12 exaininarion. Predictably, the numbers of deaths ciiused by hospital negligence have not declined

13 since the Institute of h4edicine”s report,
14
15

1 1,

The Christian Science Monitor observed just last month that “about 1 of every 200

patients admitted to a hospital died because of a treatment mistake

... [which] was more ... than

16 died in 1998 from hishway accidents (43,458),breast cancer (42,297), or -4DS(16,516j.” It then
17

added that some experts think this number of deaths due to hospital misconduct “was almost

18 certainly far too low.” Gregory MoLamb, “Fatal Errors Push Hospitals to Make Bjg Changes,”

19

Christian Science Monitor, July 8, 2004. The only way to reduce these errors is to stop retaliation

20 against physicials like Dr. Mileilcowsky who speak: out against them.
21

12.

In fact, a more recent study by Hea1i:h Grades, h c . , estimates that medical errors in

22 American hospitals “contributed to almost 600,000 patient deaths over the past three years, double
23

the number of deaths from a study published in 2000 by the Institute of Medicine.” Paul Davies,

24 “Fatal Medical Errors Said To Be More Widespread,” Wall, Street Journal, July 27, 2004, at D5.
25

This HeaIth Grades study was based on data from ‘“37million Medicare patients in every state over

26

three years.” Id. But when physicians like Dr. Mileikowsky complain about poor care, they f x e

27 discipline by the hospital and revocation of their privileges or even license. This retaliation must
28 stop to allow improvement in safety at hospitals.
(DBP5007,DOC
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The impact of allowing retaliation against physicians like Dr. Mi1eikov;sky is

severe. While the hospital benefits economically from hushing up problems and covering up
negligence, the public pays an enormous price indeed. Lives are lost and destroyed. In this case,
L

embryos were senselessly destroyed and fallopian tubes wrongfully removed. Establishing quality

1

control of the delivery of medical care is economically harmful to the hospital, but essential to the

e

public’s safety and economics. Dr. Mileikowsky’s complaining should not force him to see a

1

psychiatrist, which seems plainly more aimed at destroying his credibility. Killing thc messenger

E does not resolve the problem. Instead, the hospital should be held accountable. Dr. Mileikowsky

s also reported the failure to remove a fallopian tube containing an extra urerine (ectopic) pregnmcy,
1C

a life threatening condition. Yet, neither the Medical Board of California nor the Attorney General

11 took any conrective action against either hospital or physicians.
14.

12

In 2003, Tenet Healthcare Corporation and Tenet HealthSysterns Hospitals, Inc., the

13 owners and affiliates of the hospital at issue here, paid SS 1 million “to settle government
14

allegations that Tenet’s Redding, California facility performed unnecessary cardiac procedures that

15

were then billed to Medicare, Medicaid and TRICARE. In addition, Tenet paid nearly $3 million to

16

reimburse California’s Medicaid funds.” “Corporate Accountability and Compliance in Health

-

17 Care Will Health Care be the Next Enron?”, Mondaq Business Briefing, July 26, 2004. These are

two reports, among many,involving Tenet. TE.is case should be viewed in that broader

18

9ut

19

:ontext. Punishing Dr. Mileikowsky, who was reporting the misconduct at Tenet, only encourages

20

greater fraud and more lasses to the public, to whoin the Medical Board and the Attorney General

21

w e their protective mission.

22

15,

AAPS does not contest the power of the Medical Board to order an examination

23

where it provides a legitimate basis for such order. But no such basis exists here, Quite the

24

Ipposite, Dr. Mileikowsky’s skills as a surgeqn have never been seriously questioned. Being a

25

vhistleblower against a powerful hospital does not suggest the need for psychiatric examination

26

brdered by the State under threat of revocation. If anything, the uncontested fact that he made

27

nultiple prior reports of wrongdoing should warrant a higher level of justification by the Medical

3oard, and correspondingly higher level o f scrutiny by this Court.
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II
16.

1
2

The revocation of Dr. Mileikowsky's license would end his career, whether stayed

or not by a psychiatric examination. Revocation is; typically career-ending for any hospital-based

3 physician such as an OB/GYN like Dr, Mileikowslky, because it announces to the whole world that

4 the physician is so dangerous that he had to be rexoved from the profession, Federal law requires
j

reporting it to the National Practitioners Data Bank:, upon which all hospitals nationwide rely,

6 Revocation is the rarest of disciplinary actions by a hospital, the professional version of the death
7 penalty, and must therefore be coilfined to situations far more extreme than that presented at bar.
17.

8

It is disastrous to medical economics and public safety for the Board to be able to

9 revoke the license of Dr. Mileikowsky for speaking out in favor of patient care and against the
10

destivctioii of embryos by the hospital. That outspokenness may well be unsettling to the for-

11 profit, Tenet-owned hospital and maybe even unsettling to the Medical Board, but it does not

1 2 justify revoking his license or forcing him to undergo a psychiatric evaluation in order to discredit
I3

and humiliate. Virtually no good physician would be still practicing if speaking out against

14 hospital negligence or error justified revocation and psychiatric evaluation. See, e . g , McMillan

U.

15 Ariclzorage Comm. Hosp, 646 P.2d 857, 859 (Alaska 1982) (reversing a summary suspensioii of a
16 physician based on "disruptive behavior" without a showing that the physician's "activities or

17 conduct resulted in any immediate threat to a particular patient").
18.

18
1g

AAPS is concerned that whiIe the Attorney General and Medical Board apparently

took no action in response to Dr,Mileikowsky's very serious allegations of unconsented surgery

20 and destruction of embryos, the Medical Board is instead acting to revoke Dr. Mileikowsky's
21

license without any patient complaints or substantial evidence of wrongdoing. This is manifestly

22

unjust.
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19.

1

Because the Medical Board decision is arbitrary and capricious, and unsupported by

2

substantial evidence, it should be stayed pending a full hearing by this COW.

3

interest to stay and reverse this revocation in order to prevent the retaliation that it represents.

4

DATED: August 9,2004

It is in thz public

Resp cct fully submitt ed,

5

PARl<ER M I L L 5 & PATEL LIP
DAVID B.PARKER

6

7

8

B y:

9

Attorneys for Applicant and Proposed Amicus
Curiae ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN
PHYSICIANS & SUKGEONS, Ipr’C,

10

11
12

DBP;an

13
14

15

16
17

18
19

20
21

22

23
24
25

26

27
28
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PROOF OF SERVICE

I
L

1

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

) ss.

COUNT?' OF LOS ANGELES

1

L

I am employed in the County of Los h g e l e s , State of California. I am over the age of
eighteen (1 8) years and not a party to the within action; my business address is: 865 S.Figueroa
c Street, Suite 3200, Los Angeles, CA 9001 7.
4

c

I

8

s

On August 9, I served the following described as: APPLICATION FOR LEAVE T O
FILE AMICUS CURIAE BRIEF I N SUPPORT OF PETITIONER BY ASSOCIATION O F
ARIERICAN PHYSICIANS & SURGEONS, INC. on the interested parties in t b s action by
placing a true copy thereof enclosed in a sealed envelope addressed as follows:
SEE ATTACHED SERVICE LIST

1C
11
12
13

14
15

I am readily familiar with the firm's practice of collection and processing
(MAIL)
correspondence by overnight mailing. Undlcr that practice it would be deposited with U.S.
postal service on that same day with postage fully prepaid at Los PLngeles, California in the
ordinary course of business, I am aware that on motion of the party served, service is
presumed invalid if postal cancellation date or postage meter date is more than one day
after date of deposit for maiIing in affidavit.

16

(BY TELECOPY) I caused such document to be delivered by telecopy transmission to
the offices of the addressee.

17

(BYPERSONAL DELIVERY)

18
19

I caused such envelope to be delivered by hand to the

offices of the addressee.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California
(STATE)
that the above is true and correct.

20

21
22

(FEDERAL) I declare that I am employed in the offices of a member of this Court at
whose direction the service was made.
Executed on August 9,2004, at Los Angeles, California.

23
24

r j n

r;

ALICIA NAVARRQ

PRINT NAME

25

26
27

28
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SERVICE LIST
Gil Nathan Mileikowsky, M.D.
2934 V'Z Beverly Glen Avenue,, PMB 373
Los Angeles, California 90077

6

,

Carolyn D.Magnuson
Administrative Law Judge
Office of Administrative Hearings
320 West Fourth Street, 6"'Flr., Suite 630
Los Angeles, California 90013

A m y Fan, Esq.

Deputy Attorney General
Cali fomi a D epartinent of Justice
8 300 South Spring Street, Suite 1702
L o s Angeles, California 90013
7

9

Ronald L. Moy, M,D.
Chair - Panel B
Division of Medical Quality
1426 Howe Avenue
Sacramento, California 95825-3236

10 Ronald L. Moy, M.D.
100 UCLA Medical Plaza, Suite 590
11 Los h g e l e s , California 90024
12
13

Bill Lockyer, Esq. - Attorney General

Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
Office of the Governor
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 958 14

Mr. David Thornton
Executive Director

Mitchell S.Karlan, M.D.
President
MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNLA
1426 Howe Avenue
Sacramento, CaIifornia 95825-3236

14 Office of the Attorney General of California
15 Department of Justice
13001 St., Suite 1101
P.O.
Box 944255
16
Sacramento, California 94244-2 55 0
17
18

Russell Iungerich, Esq,
IUNGERICH & SPACKMAN
Alma PIaza
28441 Highridge Road., Suite 201
Rolling Hills Estates, California 90274-4869

19 MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA

Discipline Coordination Unit
1426 Howe Avenue, Suite 54
Sacramento,
California 9 5 825-323 6
21
20

II

Mitchell S. Karlan, M.D.
Chairman of the Board of Directors

22 Roger John Diamond, Esq.
2 1 15 Main Street
23 Santa Monica, California 90405

SCPE HOLDINGS
1888 Century Park East, Suite 800
Los Angeles, California 90067

24

25

26
27
28
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L
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APPLICATION FOR LEAVE TO FILE AMICUS CURIAE BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF PETITIONER BY
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PEflSICIANS & SURGEONS, ISC.

EXHIBIT ‘‘I”

1

1
2

Keith A. Fink, E3ar No. 146841
Jennifer L. Nuttet, Bar No. 192132
FINK & FELDMAN, U P
11500 Oiynipic Blvd., Suitc 316
b
s Angclcs, CA 90064
Telephone: (310) 2684780
Facurnilc: (3 IO) 268-0790

ORIGINAL FILED
LOS ANGELES

Attorneys for Plaintiffs,

SUPERIOR COURT

DOKNA HEAD and RICHARD HEAD

I

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STA'L'E OF CALIFORNIA

1

COUNTY OF LOS ANGUES, N O R W W B T DISTRICT
It

11

1 CASE NU. LC 046 932
1 lVECLAR4TION OF GIL N.
1 MILELKOWSKY, M.D. IN SUPPORT
1 OF PLAINTIFkS' OPPOSITXON TO
IDFFENDAhTS' MOTION FOR
)

DONNA HEAD and RICHARD HEAD,

1

Phintiffs,

1:

I?

Y.

MlCHAEL VERMESH, M.D., individually
and d.b.a. Center for Humao Rcproduction
d
15 and d.b.a. The Center fur Fertility a
CI ncwlogy; S N U W BEN-OZER, M.D.;
16 AhI/HTI TARZANA ENCINO, a basinw
entity, form unknown, d.b.a. EincindTarzana
17 Regional Medical Center; W T COAST
CLINICAL LABORATORIES, L P . , a
18 limited parlncrship; and DOES 1 through 50,
Inclusive,

)

14

29

Defendants.
20

)
)
)

)
)

SUMMARY AWUDICATION

DATE:

1mE-:
DEPT:

July n,2900
9:oo a.m.

z

Compl&t Filed:

December 30, 1998

Discovery Cutoff
Motion Cutoff:
I'rhl Date:

July 7, Zoo0
July 21, ZOO0
August 7, ZOO0

)

)

1
1
1

'

\

21
22

I, GjI N. Milcikowsky, M.D., declrue a$ follows:

23

1.

24
2 !j

stated,

1 h a ~ cprsorral kr~owledgcof the facts stated in this declaration, except as ourcrwiw

and if called upon
2.

to

do SO i could and would competently testify thereto.

A summary af my qualificfdons to render. an opinion is1 this nlatrcr i s as

.

follow$: I am

Board of Obstetrics & Gynecology in IIIC United States and UeIgiurIi, and a n liccwed

26

c.crlifjcd by

ttic

27

10 practice

medicine in Califoruia, Texas and klgiuni. I obtaincd a medical dcgrec, Cum Laudc,

28

froni the Cathalic Ilniversity of h w a i n , !klgiurn in 1379. I then completed four years of residency

1

1

f

Keith A . Fink, Bar No. 146841
Jennifer L. Nutter, Bar No. 192132
FINK &: FELDMAN, LLP
11500 Olympic Blvd., Suite 316
Los Angeles, CA 90064
Telephone: (3 10) 268-0780
Facsimile: (310) 268-0790
Attorneys for Plaintiffs,
DONNA HEAD and RICHARD HEAD

t

E

SUPERIOR COURT O F THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

C

COUNTY (OF LOS ANGELES, NORTHWEST DISTRICT
1C

11

DONNA HEAD and RICHARD HEAD,

)

CASE NO. LC 036 932

j

DECLARATION OF GIL N.
RIILEIKOM’SKY, h1.D. IN SUPPORT
OF PLAINTIFFS’ OPPOSITION TO
DEFEhQANTS’ hlOTION FOR
SUMMARY ADJUDICATION

1

Plaintiffs,

12

v.

13
14
i5

16
17

18

hlICHAEL VERMESH, M.D. , individually
and d.b.a. Center for Human Reproduction
and d.b.a. The Center for Fertiliiy and
Gynecology; SNUNIT BEN-OZER, M.D. ;
AhWHTI TARZANA ENCINO, a business
entity, form unknown, d.b.a. Encino/Tarzana
Regional Medical Center; WEST COAST
CLINICAL LABORATORIES , L.P., a
limited partnership; and DOES 1 through 50,
Inclusive,
. .. .~
~~

19

)
)
)
)

1

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)

Defendants.

DATE:
TIME:
DEPT:

July 12, 2000
9:00 a.m.
Z

Complaint Filed:

December 30, 1998

Discovery Cutoff:
Motion Cutoff:
Trial Date:

July 7, 2000
July 21 , 2000
August 7, 2000

20

21
22

I , Gil N. Mileikowsky, M.D.,
declare as fo:llows:

23

1.

24

25

I have personal knowledge of the facts stated in this declaration, except as ‘otherwise

stated, and if called upon to do
2.

SO

I could and would competently testify thereto.

A summary of my qualifications to render an opinion in this matter is as follows: I ani

26

certified by the Board of Obstetrics & Gynecology in the United States and Belgium, and am licensed

27

to practice medicine in California, Texas and Belgium. I obtained a medical degree, Cum Laude,

28

from the Catholic University of Louvain, Belgium in 1979. I then completed four years of residencJ1
1
KSJ-OPP.CM

Mileikowsky Declaration in Support of Plaintiffs’ Opposition to Motion for Summary Adjudication

I

1

at the Department of Obstetrics

L

fello~~-ship
at LACIUSC Medical Center, Women's Hospital Clinical Research Fellow Reproductive

Gynecology at Baylor College of Medicine and a two-year

Endocrinology and infertility, including in-vitro fertilization. I was a Clinical Instructor in Obstetrics
/

and G\'necology at USC School of Medicine from 1984 through 1987. Thereafter, I was Chairman

C

of the Laser and Safety Committee of Northridge Hospital from 1987 through 1988. I \vas Medical

i

Director of the In-Vitro Fertilization Program at Northridge Hospital Medical Center from 1988 to

i

1993 and an Assistant Clinical Professor at UCLA from 1994 until 1998. I have just recently been

8

accepted as a life member of the National Registry of Who's Who in medicine. I also continue to see

S

prilrate patients and have been on staff at Tarzana Regional Medical Center (formerly knoiCn as AMI)

10

since 1986. A true and correct copy of my current curriculum vitae, which outlines my experience

11

and expertise in further detail, is attached hereto as Exhibit A .

c

3.

12

Based upon my education, training and experience, I am familiar with the standards of

13

care applicable to medical practioners in the community who specialize in obstetrics, gynecology, and

14

infertility and am qualified to render an opinion regarding the treatment of Donna Head at the hands

15

of Drs. hlichael Vermesh and Snunit Ben-Ozer.
4.

16

I have reviewed the following in order to prepare this declaration:
a.

17

medical records of Donna Head, including, but not limited to, the following:

:a

i.

19

11.

20

..

the "Informed Consent" fcmn signed by Dr. Ben-Ozer prior to Ms.

Head's November 12, 1997 surgery;
the operative report of Ms. Head's November 12, 1997 surgery prepared

iii.

21
22

the hospital consent form for Ms. Head's November 12, 1997 surgery;

by Dr.Ben-Ozer;
iv.

23

.

the Consent Form for Procedures Involved in In Vitro Fertilization and

-7 4

Pre-Embryo Replacement from the Center for Reproductive Medicine signed by Donna Head and her

25

husband:
v.

26

the laboratory report from San Fernando Valley Institute for Reproductive

27

hledicine regarding Ms. Head's embryo transfer procedure and the handling of her eggs;

28

/I/
2
LIC

1.n2il

ru

hlileikowsky Declaration in Support of Plaintiffs' Opposition to Motion for Summary Adjudication

1
2

the complete records provided by Dr. Snunit Ben-Ozer relating to Donna

viii,

the complete records provided by Encino-Tarzana Medical Center relating

ix.

the complere records provided by Dr. Karrie McMurray relating to Donna

to Donna Head;

7

6

vii.
Head;

5
6

the complete records provided by Dr. Michael Vermesh relating to Donna

Head;

3

4

vi.

Head;

9

b.

deposition testimony of Dr. Michael Vermesh;

10

C.

deposition testimony of Dr. Snunit Ben-Orer;

11

d.

deposition testimony of Dr. Alan Bricklin;

12

e.

deposition testimony of Donna Head; and

13

f.

the moving papers served by Drs. Vermesh and Ben-Ozer and the Center for

14
15

Human Reproduction in support of their motion for surnmary adjudication.
Based upon my education, training, and experience, and upon my review of the

5.

16

foregoing materials, it is my opinion that the actions admittedly taken by Drs. V e m e s h and Ben-Ozer

17

in failing

18

standard of care. There is no support in the doctors’ deposition testimony or records for their

19

contention that they obtained Ms. Head’s permission

20

the applicable standard of care for obtaining the patient’s informed consent.

21

to

6.

obtain Donna Head’s informed consent to remove her Fallopian tubes fell far bellow the

to

perform this procedure at all, let alone met

It is the obligation of the surgeon and the hospital nursing staff to obtain a patient’s

22

informed consent for any surgical procedure. Additionally, the standard of care in the United States,

23

including this community, for any surgery dictates thai. the surgeon must obtain a patient’s \vrirfe/z

24

consent where it is possible to do

25

from the family).

25

7.

SO

( i . e a Iif the patient is unconscious, consent should be obtained

In this case there was ample time to obtain Ms. Head’s written consent. Dr. Ben-Ozer

27

met Lvith Ms. Head the morning of the surgery to discus:; the possibility that Ms. Head had an ectopic

2E

pregnancy. (This meeting is reflected in Dr. Ben-Ozer’s patient notes, Ben-Ozer Depo., Exh. G.:

Further, there was clearly time for a hospital consent form to be filled out, as evidenced by the \vholly
inadequate form signed by MS.Head. However,

Ms.Head's written consent for removal of her

Fallopian tubes was not obtained. There are only two c:onsent forms in Ms. Head's records provided
by Drs. Vermesh and Ben-Ozer and by the hospital. (Copies of these forms are attached hereto as
Esfiibits B and
i
r

I

for ease of reference.) The consent form signed by Dr. Ben-Ozer (Exh. B)

indicates that the patient has given consent for the "noted procedure(s).

'I

However, no procedures are

noted on the form. The hospital consent form (Exh. C) indicates that the procedure to be performed

E

is "ectopic pregnancy, laparoscopy . "

C

procedure. It indicates that the patient is either suspected or known to have an ectopic pregnancy.

The notation "ectopic pregnancy" is a diagnosis, not a

10

The only procedure listed on hls. Head's form is a laparoscopy.

11

laparoscopy is merely a viewing procedure and does not involve the removal or dissection of any body

12

parts. (Ben-Ozer Depo., 37:ll-16.) TO say that these two written forms are grossly insufficient if

13

they are being championed as consent for a bilateral salpingectomy (removal of both Fallopian tubes)

14

is an understatement.
8.

15

As D r . Ben-Ozer admits, a

Additionally, California law requires that physicians obtain their patients' written

16

consent prior to performing elective, i.e. non-emergenc,y, sterilization procedures. The patient must

17

sign a Health and Welfare Agency (;"HWA") consent form. (A true and correct copy of this form is

la

attached hereto as Exhibit D.) The consent form must be used before doctors perform even less

19

drastic procedures than the tubal removal performed on Ms. Head, such as tubal ligations (tying the

20

Fallopian tubes to prevent future pregnancies). There was no emergency requiring the removal of hls.

- *

7 -

Head's Fallopian tubes and her consent on this form should have been obtained. However, even if

22

b l s . Head's ectopic pregnancy could be deemed an emergency situation, the 1997 California

23

..'
Healthcare Association Consent Manual makes clear that if the emergency does not mandate a

24

xocedure that could result in sterilization, the HWA form must be used. Included in the definition

--

an elective sterilization is a "sterilization that is performed at the same time as emergency

i>

if

26

ibdoniinal surgery or premature or early delivery, but is not a necessary incident to the emergency

27

ibdorninal surgery or premature or early delivery.

26

I- 10.)

'I

(CHA Consent Manual, 24th Edition, 1997, p.

4
UC t.nlD

CU
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Setting aside for a moment that the doctors' failure to obtain the patient's writreti

9.

consent in and of itself falls below the standard of medical care, the doctors' allegations that they
obtained his, Head's oral consent are not supported by either the records or testimony in this case.
a.

First, Ms. Head testified at her dieposition that she never gave consent to the

removal of either of her Fallopian tubes. The procedure explained to her was that the doctors would
look \\fith the laparoscope to determine if she had an ectopic pregnancy and, if so, that the pregnancy
would have to be removed. (Head Depo., 40:16-41:14.) She was never told that the Fallopian tube
the ectopic pregnancy was in would have to be removed and she was certainly never told by either

doctor that the uninvolved Fallopian tube would be examined at all, let alone removed. (Head Depo. ,
41: 15-22.)

I1

b.

1:

Second, Dr. Vermesh admitted he had no memory of obtaining Ms. Head's

consent to remove her Fallopian tubes. (Vermesh Depo., 16:23-17:4, 20:4-6, 20: 19-23, and 31:3-5.)

1'

* A

c.

1:

Third, Dr. Ben-Ozer admitted twice during her deposition that she had no

1'

memory of obtaining hls. Head's consent to remove her Fallopian tubes.

iI

deposition i f she obtained Ms. Head's consent, Dr. Ben-Ozer responded, "Yes, I did, if necessary."

When asked at her

(Ben-Ozer Depo., 25:9-11.) She then expanded upon the purported consent discussion by saying that
1;

jhe discussed "that a possible treatment for the ectopic pregnancy may 'require' a salpingostomy or

1E

jalpingectomy or perhaps a salpingo hysterectomy.

is

ldded.) After again contending that she obtained Ms. Head's consent for the bilateral tube removal,

2C

;yet providing no derails of the consent supposedly given), Dr. Ben-Ozer made a very telling

-'1

idmission. She testified, not once but twice, that she h.ad no memories of nizy consent discussions

22

,vith hls. Head. (Ben-Ozer Depo. , 26: 10-27:20.)
d.

23

'I

(Ben-Ozer Depo. , 25: 12-26:9, internal quotes

Finally, Ms. Head's medical records contain absolutely no evidence that the

I have reviewed Dr. Ben-Ozer's

25

ioctors obtained her consent to remove her Fallopian tubes.

25

tovember 12, 1997 patient notes which she asserts reflects her discussion about treatment for Ms.

I6

l e a d ' s possible ecropic pregnancy. I see nothing in these notes that reflects an oral consent from Ms.

27

jead's for the removal of her Fallopian tubes. The orily note that directly relates to hls. Head's

28

dovember 12, 1997 surgery states: "plan - repeat HCG = > if t ing consider L/S, D&C." (This
5
,I?

,."?Z

?,e

blileikowky Declaration in Supporc of Plaintiffs' Opposition

to

Motion for Summary AdJudicaI~on

,

1

meeting is reflected in Dr. Ben-Ozer's patient notes, Ben-Ozer Depo., Exh. G.) Dr. Ben-Ozer's notes

2

merely suggest that she may have had a discussion with Ms. Head regarding a possible laparoscopy

7

and D&C. Again, a laparoscopy is simply a viewing procedure. A D&C is a removal of the uterine

4

content. Thus, Dr. Ben-Ozer's notes also do not support her contention that she obtained Donna's

-c

consent

to

remove her Fallopian tubes.
It is the usual practice in this community and, therefore, part of the requisite standard

10.

€
7

of care, for doctors to put procedures in place to ensure that a patient is sufficiently informed about

8

the derails, risks, and scope of any anticipated surgery. On a more basic level, doctors must, and in

9

this community generally do, have procedures and safeguards in place to ensure that they have the

10

patient's permission to perform the surgical procedure. Most doctors, myself included, have their own

11

office written consent forms that they discuss and complete with patients prior to surgery. This form

12

is the primary consent form, and is only supplemented by the hospital consent form which is

13

completed by the patient along with hospital staff just prior to the surgery.

15

My own practice of obtaining informed consent from my private patients in a case such

11.

14

as hls. Head's would be as follows:
a.

16

I would discuss the details of any proposed surgical procedure, including the

17

reasons for the procedure, the nature and scope of the procedure, and any potential risks and

18

complications;
b.

19

20

Informed Consenf" (a true and correct copy of this form is attached hereto as Exhibit E);
c.

21
22

I would ask the patient to read and sign my office form entitled "Laparotomy -

Informed Consent" (a true and correct copy of this form is attached hergo as Eshibit F);
d.

23
24

I would ask the patient to read and sign my office form entitled "Laparoscopy -

I would fill out a general consent form to reflect the planned procedure as

"video-laparoscopy,' possible laparotomy,' possible ~alpiingostomy~
(unilateral vs. bilateral),4 possible

25
1

26

A video-laparoscopyis a viewing procedure achieved by inserting a "telescope" into the patient's
abdomen through the navel.

*

27
28

A laparotomy is an incision made through the abdominal wall, thus exposing the abdominal

organs.
6

-
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1

salpingectomy' (unilateral

2

patient to read and sign the form and would have all three forms witnessed by a nurse and sometimes

3

a family member (a true and correct copy of this form is attached hereto as Exhibit G); and
e.

4

5

VS.

bilateral), possible laser lysis of adhesions.'"

I would then ask the

I would prepare pre-operative admission orders and would attach all three

consent forms as part of the patient's admission orders.
12.

6

It is common knowledge in the medical community that doctors use their own office

7

\i*rittenconsent forms. This is particularly so in the field of reproductive medicine where a woman's

6

ability

9

Yermesh and Ben-Ozer are either conscious of these conisent practices or have made a conscious effort

to

reproduce in the future is vulnerable. As pract.icing fertility doctors in this community, Drs.

avoid ascertaining what standard consent practices are. Their failure to obtain an intra-office

10

to

II

u*ritten consent before performing a bilateral tubal removal on Ms. Head constitutes a flagrant and

- - conscious disregard of community practice established to protect

7 3

13

the rights of patients to make

fundamental decisions regarding their own fertility and their own bodies.
13.

i4

Another particularly surprising and alarm.ing observation I have made in my review of

15

this matter is the complete lack of pre-operative admitting orders for her November 12, 1997 surgery.

16

Pre-operative admission orders provide another opportunity for the physician to verify that the

17

appropriate informed consent has been obtained from the patient. Attached hereto as Exhibit H is a

La

true and correct copy of Tarzana Regional Medical Center's Physician's Order Outpatient Surgery

19

form for Ms.Head's surgery. The top half of the form is to be used for the physician's pre-operative

20

admission orders. In Ms. Head's case, the entire top half of the form

L1

the specifics of the patient's consent are to be filled in

22

submit their own pre-operative orders on a separate form, but after a complete review of Ms. Head's

--'

-- including the portion where

is completely blnnk! Sometimes physicians

23

24
25

3

A salpingostomy is simply the opening of a Fallopian tube (in this case in order to remove the
ectopic pregnancy).
4

Unilateral v . bilateral means that the procedure might be performed on one or both

5

A salpingectomy is the surgical removal of a Fallopian tube,

26

27
6

28

sides.

Adhesions are a union of bodily parts by a growth of tissue. A laser lysis of adhesions is
process by which the adhesions are disintegrated with the use of a laser.

a

7
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1

hospital records, I cannot locate such a form. The hospital records are completely devoid of any

2

phlvsician pre-operative orders.
14.

3

I[ is basic standard practice for physicians to complete admission orders for all patients

4

[help admit to a hospital for surgery. Further, Ms. Head's surgery was performed at Tarzana Regional

5

Medical Center where I am also a staff physician, so I 'can attest that it is the practice of physicians

6

operating at Tarzana to submit admitting orders. The: failure of Drs. Vermesh and Ben-Ozer to

7

complete any patient admission orders for Ms. Head's November 12, 1997 surgery also fell well

8

below the community standard.
15.

9

The standard of practice in this community additionally requires that a woman's written

10

consent be obtained before her eggs or embryos are discarded. Consent is required regardless of the

11

stage of development. Here, Drs. Vermesh and Ben-Ozer also failed to obtain Ms. Head's consent,

12

written or otherwise, for the disposal of three fertilized eggs. Such failure also fell well below the

13

applicable standard of care.
16.

14

The only consent form in Ms. Head's medical records that addresses the handling of

15

her eggs is the Cenrer for Reproductive Medicine's "Consent Form for Procedures Involved in In

16

Vitro Fertilization and Pre-Embryo Replacement. "

17

(oocytes) may be used in one of only three listed ways:

18

t

This form indicates that the patient's eggs

the eggs may be combined with sperm in the laboratory and immediately

19

transferred into the patient;

20

the eggs may be combined witjh sperm in the laboratory, examined for

21

fertilization and, if embryonic development takes place, the "pre-embryos" may

22

be then be transferred into the patient; or

23

the eggs may be combined with sperm, fertilized, and then frozen for later use.

2:

The form further indicates that embryos will be frozen and stored if the patient requests. The form

25

specifically states: "We understand that if we request spermatozoa to be added to more oocytes than

26

the number of pre-embryos we w a n t r e p l a c e d i n this cycle of t r e a t m e n t , t h a t any e x c e s s p r e - e m b r y o s

27

may be cryopreserved [frozen] for our future use.
17.

28

I'

Importantly, embryos can be frozen at any stage of development. Consequently, the
8
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laboratory form used for Ms. Head's embryo transfer procedure has a line for the technician to
indicate at what stage any embryos are frozen. (A cop:y of this form is attached hereto as Exhibit 1
for ease of reference.) There i s no mention in the consent form that embryos will be monitored for
a period of time to determine whether they reach the blastocyst stage and then be automatically
discarded if they do not. Rather, the consent form simply states that unused embryos will be frozen
i f the patient wishes.
18.

There is evidence in this case regarding the potential mishandling of hls. Head's unused

embryos that I find quite disturbing and possibly reminiscent of the Irvine situation -- there are a; least
three (3) embryos unaccounted for. The Post Embryo Transfer Instructions from Ms. Head's embryc
transfer procedure indicate that 14 of the 19 eggs retrieved were fertilized. (Ben-Ozer Depo., Exh.
I.)

hls. Head and her husband were told that seven (7) of these fertilized eggs reached a

Ms.Head. (Head Depo., 97:3-22.) The Heads

de\,elopmental stage appropriate for transfer to

jecided to use only four (4) of the seven (7) available embryos in order to minimize the risk of
nulriple births. (Head Depo., 97:3-22.) MS. Head was' told by Dr. Ben-Ozer that there were three

3 ) embryos remaining after the transfer procedure that had reached the blastocyst stage and that these
:mbryos had been frozen and stored. (Head Depo., 51:23-53:ll.) However, when Ms. Head went
o see Dr. Vermesh several days after her tubes were removed (only one month after the embryo

ransfer), Dr. Vermesh could not account for the three (3) remaining embryos, barely one month after
4s. Head's embryo transfer procedure. (Head Depo., 51: 15-22.)
19.
3

A note on the laboratory report from Ms. Head's embryo transfer procedure appears

state: "embs discarded did not reach blast," suggesting that some embryos did not reach the

lastocys; stage. However, there is no number of allegedly discarded embryos reflected on this form.
lore fundamentally, this notation contradicts what Ms. Head was told -- that she had three remaining
mbryos ;hat had reached the blastocyst stage.
20.

Even if it were the case, as Defendants contend, that none of the embryos actually did

26

reach the blastocyst stage, there is no assertion in the doctors' declarations or deposition testimony t h a t

27

[hey obtained Ms. Head's oral permission to dispose of her remaining embryos. Indeed, both doctors

28
1

9
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3
c

4

only on the mcdical records
21.

It is fundarn*l

d c k d what occurred.

and basic that the di$&

of. fertilized cggs or embryos at any

-,

.
I

developmental stage must be&nsmted to, h writing, by the patient. A doctor's failure 10 obtain a

4

wumari's cmsenc to dispose of hn cmhryos at any stage of devclopmcnt is clearly below the standard

of care. The doctors' failun: i o obtain MS.Head's permission, le\ alonr. informed wnscnt, to dispose
of her remaining embryos cons[iruted an emgious breach of their duty to

Ms.H a d . falling

well

I declare u d e r penal6 of pajury uridcr the laws' of tho State of California that t
k foregoing
1
1
1

1

1

1
1

1'

It
I!
2(

21
2;

21
24

25
26
27

28

1

PROOF OF SERVICE

2

3

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

4

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

1
1

1

5

I am employed in the County of Los Angeles, State of California. I am over the age of 18
years
and
not a party to the within action, My business address is: 12400 Wilshire Boulevard, 15th
6
Floor, Los Angeles, California 90025.
7

On June 20, 2005, Appellant served the foregoing document(s) described as
PETITIONER’S
NOTICE OF MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS’ FEES, COSTS AND
8
EXPENSES UNDER THE PRIVATE ATTORNE,Y GENERAL STATUTE (Code of Civil
9 Procedure Section 1021.5); POINTS AND AUTHlORITIES; DECLARATION OF GIL N.
MILEIKOWSKY, M.D. on the interested parties in this action by placing a true copy thereof
in a sealed envelope, addressed as follows:
enclosed
10
11 Robert C. Miller, Deputy Attorney General

12

Attorney General’s Office
1300 “I” Street, Suite 125
Sacramento, CA 94244-2550

13

14
15

[XI

16
17
18

David Parker, Esq.
Parker, Mills & Patel, LLP
865 So. Figueroa St. Suite 3200
Los Angeles, CA 9001 7
Fax: (213) 622-1444
i(Association of American Physicians
& Dentists - AAPS)

(BY MAIL) In accordance with the regular mail collection and processing practices of this
business office with which I am familiar, by means of which mail is deposited with the United
States Postal Service at Los Angeles, Califorriia that same day in the ordinary course of
business, I deposited such sealed envelope for collection and mailing on this same date
following ordinary business practices, andor

STATE

19 [XI

I declare under penalty of perjury under the la.ws o f t
true and correct. Executed on June 20, 2005,. at Los

20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28

- 24 PETITIOXER’S NOTICE OF hIOT1Oh’ A N D hIOTIOS FOR ATTORNEYS’ FEES, COURT COSTS A S D ESPESSES

